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Synopsis: This article explores the evolution of shale gas impacts on global LNG markets and evaluates the implications for future change in terms of LNG trade, pricing, economics, environment, and geopolitics. The article is organized into three periods of evaluation: historical, near-term through 2020, and longer-term after 2020. It first evaluates the early historical impacts on LNG trade and markets as North American shale production has boomed in the period from 2006 through 2013. North America has not yet begun to export LNG and yet, trade and price impacts have already registered through the elimination of most of North America’s previously expected import needs. Next, the article explores how the early effects may have been a harbinger of greater trade and pricing impacts to come as North American LNG exports ramp up for the period between 2015 and 2020, considering the likely evolution of global supply and demand, critical commercial developments already underway, as well as potential constraints and impediments on the near horizon. Finally, the article explores the potential long-term impacts if foreign LNG buyers are successful at importing not only North American LNG but also the underlying shale gas revolution—in terms of the technology and know-how—and industry conditions needed to achieve the sort of large scale, low cost production achieved in North America. It addresses the question of how global proliferation of shale gas production, if replicated in several shale-resource provinces worldwide, would compound the initial market, price, commercial, economic, geopolitical, and environmental impacts expected from North American LNG exports.
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I. INTRODUCTION

North American shale gas production is changing the game for regional exploration and production, and having wide-ranging market, economic, and commercial impacts. The prospective export of North America’s new gas surpluses as Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) under hub-indexed pricing is also breaking the historical rules of the game for LNG trade, contracts, and pricing—prospectively adding substantial surplus supply to global markets and aiding buyers to break down the historical, seller-driven pricing mechanisms for LNG sales. But the extent and timing of shale gas’ impacts on global markets is uncertain and complex.
A. Breaking the Rules & Changing the Game

General Douglas McArthur, the United States military leader tasked to manage the post-war occupation of Japan, once said, “rules are mostly made to be broken and are too often for the lazy to hide behind.”

Some people never play by the rules. By breaking, bending, or ignoring established rules of the game, great entrepreneurs and innovators have redefined the way we live our lives. Over the last several decades, innovators like Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, and Ted Turner have changed the way we communicate, receive and share information, enjoy music and entertainment, obtain news, and ultimately perceive and interact with the world around us. They did this, in part, by marrying their radical ideas about how to do things better with cutting edge technological innovation. In their respective industries, each broke the rules, made new ones, and changed the way the game is played.

North American shale gas has become another industry “game changer,” and prospective LNG exports promise to “break the rules” that prevail for global LNG trade. In the United States and Canada, independent energy producers have successfully developed and refined technological solutions for oil and gas production, primarily through horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing (fracking), tapping into vast unconventional resources and bringing large volumes of new production to market in a highly cost-effective fashion. In so doing, these producers and technologies have already changed the game for exploration and production, at least in North America. Proposing to export North American shale resources as LNG, export terminal developers and sponsors are “breaking the rules” of global LNG trade by bringing new low-cost, hub based pricing to market. The evolving results of this disruptive activity could be revolutionary in the United States and worldwide. It positions the United States to transform itself from a net importer to a net exporter of natural gas by the end of this decade, with oil perhaps soon to follow, and it threatens to fundamentally alter global LNG commercial and pricing practices.

However, with North America’s shale revolution still less than a decade old, serious questions remain as to the future trajectory of change and the nature and magnitude of global impacts and implications. Will the fracking innovations live up to current expectations for a global “energy revolution,” or will they provide more gradual, evolutionary change? What will be the market and commercial impacts and their economic, geopolitical, and environmental implications? These are the relevant critical questions being asked throughout North America and worldwide.

The evolution of global markets during the initial years of the shale boom since 2006 provides some insight into what we should expect over the coming several years. Looking ahead as North American LNG export capacity ramps up, the remainder of this decade will provide a global testing ground for North America’s shale gas revolution, offering a preview of the ultimate impact it could have on global markets.

B. Genie in a Bottle—Exporting Shale as LNG

In prior presentations and publications, I have compared the export of North American shale gas as LNG to a powerful genie that is being summoned by global LNG buyers and could soon be unleashed on global markets to fulfill their wishes for lower prices, improved or reduced price indexation, and greater flexibility among other benefits.2

In fact, the expected commercial tumult threatened by this genie is already sending shock waves through LNG trade and downstream gas markets worldwide. Among other impacts, Australian LNG projects have been cancelled;3 Japanese and other Asian buyers have initiated a review of pricing levels and indexation formulae that have been used in Australian LNG contracts;4 Qatari suppliers have cut LNG prices for Asian buyers in response to new competition from the United States, Australia, and East Africa;5 and natural gas spot prices have fallen significantly in Europe.6

But there are still significant questions about how powerful and sustained the North American LNG genie’s impact will be. On the supply side, the questions regard the potential for sustained rapid growth in shale gas reserves and production in North America, and eventually worldwide, and the outlook for shale production costs. On the demand side, the crucial issue is whether demand will grow fast enough to absorb the substantial additional supply coming to market. Above all, this will depend upon the evolution of demand in Japan and Korea and the velocity of demand growth in China, India, and other emerging LNG markets in Southeast Asia, Eastern Europe, and South America.

C. The LNG Buyers’ Wish List

When North American shale gas is unleashed on world markets in the form of LNG, how will the genie work its magic? Increasing the supply of LNG and natural gas has the potential to produce global LNG surpluses that could yield a buyer’s market in which purchasers would enjoy new supply options and enhanced negotiating power. The list of buyers’ hopes and wishes is long, and not short on ambition:

---

1. Lower and stable prices

With increasingly ample and robust expectations for growing shale gas reserves and production, U.S. market prices have held to levels hovering around $4 per million British Thermal Unit (MMBtu) for Henry Hub, and in the mid-term are not expected to exceed $5 per MMBtu. Combined liquefaction and international shipping costs effectively match the current commodity input price and thus double the delivered ex-ship (DES) price of North American LNG to major markets in Europe and Asia. Over recent years, European and Asian prices have respectively ranged from two to three and three to four times the level of Henry Hub prices. Therefore, the opportunity to use a shale-driven LNG surplus to reduce future LNG procurement prices is promising for buyers and troubling for many sellers. Further, buyers expect the increased supply and higher traded volumes of LNG and natural gas in downstream markets to enhance the liquidity and stability of international gas markets; much like shale gas has already done in North America. This increased stability and liquidity could foster critical contracting changes of interest to many buyers.

2. New price indices

A large volume of LNG trade is transacted under long- and mid-term, bilateral contracts in which LNG prices are indexed to oil benchmarks and products. Shale-driven LNG surpluses could foster and deepen new LNG and natural gas hubs in Asia and Europe, leading to greater ability for buyers and
sellers to rely on spot market prices. This could provide a better reference for term contracts and a better price signal for investment and transaction decisions that would be based on the balance between supply and demand, even though this would not necessarily guarantee consistently lower prices.\footnote{Natural gas prices tend to vary seasonally, more so in Europe without developed storage infrastructure; oil prices largely do not. Julian Wieczorkiewicz, CTR. FOR EUROPEAN POLICY STUDIES, ABOLISHING OIL INDEXATION IN GAS CONTRACTS: IS IT THE CURE-ALL? 3 (Mar. 2013), available at file:///C:/Users/nas953/Downloads/JW%20Oil%20Indexation%20in%20Gas%20Contracts.pdf.} Most of the new supply coming from North America will be tied to North American natural gas hub prices, primarily the U.S. Henry Hub price or the AECO Hub price for Alberta, Canada.\footnote{The AECO price is the Canadian counterpart to the Henry Hub price in the United States. It is quoted in gigajoules and trades on the National Gas Exchange as opposed to the Henry Hub price, which is traded in MMBtu and trades on the NYMEX.} The ultimate importance of these natural gas hub prices for LNG contracting will depend upon the eventual volume of North American LNG exports relative to current and incremental LNG trade worldwide. I estimate that North American LNG exports could grow to represent between 15\% and 20\% of global LNG trade by 2020. As such, over the next half decade, the North American hub-priced supplies should dominate the incremental market for new LNG supply. Combined with the emerging LNG surpluses they would foster, they have the potential to disrupt oil-indexation practices in and stimulate preferences for hub pricing. As addressed below, however, many questions remain about which new hubs may develop in Asia and whether they, and certain existing hubs in Europe, will have the depth and liquidity needed to support global LNG trade over the longer-run.

3. Greater delivery flexibility

Many LNG contracts limit the buyer’s ability to adjust or re-sell supplied volumes through “take-or-pay” contracts with “destination clauses.”\footnote{“Take-or-pay” contracts require buyers to commit to a minimum level of off-take or pay for any minimum volumes not taken. Hossein Razavi, Financing Energy Projects in Emerging Economies 130 (1996).} By fostering a shift toward more flexible arrangements, shale-driven LNG surpluses tied to U.S. Henry Hub spot prices could alter common practices for international LNG and natural gas contracts. As with most liquefaction investments, the new North American LNG terminals require long-term contracts with firm supply and offtake obligations. So far, however, these obligations have been assumed by LNG aggregators and traders (including a mix of large oil companies, leading LNG producers, and large LNG buyers) who are interested in global trade and arbitrage as well as direct supply routes.\footnote{“Destination clauses” stipulate and typically limit the ultimate market destination of the gas, restricting a buyer’s ability to re-sell the gas. Graham D. Vinter & Gareth Price, Project Finance: A Legal Guide 410 (3d ed., 2006).} This could enhance opportunities for delivery flexibility for the ultimate buyers.


14. The AECO price is the Canadian counterpart to the Henry Hub price in the United States. It is quoted in gigajoules and trades on the National Gas Exchange as opposed to the Henry Hub price, which is traded in MMBtu and trades on the NYMEX.

15. “Take-or-pay” contracts require buyers to commit to a minimum level of off-take or pay for any minimum volumes not taken. Hossein Razavi, Financing Energy Projects in Emerging Economies 130 (1996).


4. Increased supply security and diversification

The potential emergence of shale-driven LNG surpluses on the global market would create a cushion that offers buyers greater confidence in backup supply solutions and the overall security of LNG and natural gas supply. Such enhanced supply security would be a critical improvement for East Asian buyers, who historically have placed a high premium on the security of supply into their supply-constrained markets.¹⁸ The new North American LNG would enhance supply diversification for buyers and reduce the market power and influence currently wielded by large volume supplier nations.

5. Improved air quality and lower carbon emissions

Natural gas is the cleanest fossil fuel that, when combusted, emits only 54.0% and 72.5% the carbon of coal and oil, respectively, and none of the particular matter or sulfur oxide.¹⁹ LNG buyers in high-growth, carbon challenged countries, such as China and India or the neighboring countries that share their air,²⁰ hope that increased access to LNG will support substantial air quality improvements and carbon reductions.

But how soon will the shale genie’s magic produce results in global LNG trade and markets, or will it yield a more gradual evolutionary change? How real and how lasting is the promise of shale-driven LNG trade? What will the shale revolution actually accomplish in the LNG markets commercially, economically, and geopolitically? What will be the environmental implications?

In the United States and Canada, fourteen LNG projects with a combined total capacity of 171 billion cubic meters (Bcm) are already in the advanced stages of permitting and commercial development,²¹ but there are several potential bottlenecks that still could stall or impede LNG exports and delay or soften the genie’s market impact. As addressed below, potential bottlenecks include policy challenges, environmental concerns, financing hurdles, or disruption to trade

²⁰. For example, due to prevailing weather patterns and proximity, the air pollution produced in Beijing has become a major contributor to air pollution in Seoul and Tokyo.
routes, such as the risk of extended delay of the ongoing Panama Canal expansion project.

Over the next five years, the world market will serve as a laboratory for the North American shale gas and LNG experiment. If the remaining obstacles can be overcome, the experiment will provide a preview of the full long-term impacts shale gas could eventually have on world markets.

II. EARLY TREMORS IN LNG TRADE FROM 2006 THROUGH 2013

Large-scale shale gas production in the United States did not begin to take off until 2006.\(^\text{22}\) The evolution of global LNG markets during this period provided an early insight into the disruptive effects of shale production on global gas markets. The early impacts discussed below signal the potential for a substantial snowball of market and commercial change over the coming years.

A. Wagging the Dog

From 2006 to 2013, U.S. shale gas production grew from 29 Bcm to 265 Bcm, representing an increase from 5.5% to 38.7% percent of total U.S. natural gas production.\(^\text{23}\) Over these seven years, the U.S. shale revolution had a material impact on global LNG markets and trade, albeit indirect and partially offset by other major global events such as the Fukushima tragedy in Japan.

Before the shale boom became well-established in 2010, the United States was considered the global LNG import market “of last resort”\(^\text{24}\)–the “tail” end of the global LNG markets (i.e., the “dog”). As the shale revolution took hold, the U.S. “tail” began to wag the global market “dog.”

As of 2006, global LNG trade remained limited, with only 221 Bcm of LNG traded annually between thirteen LNG producer countries and sixteen LNG importer nations (see Figure 1). The United States, with Alaska exporting to the Pacific Rim and the East Coast importing LNG from the Atlantic Basin, was the only nation that both imported and exported LNG.

---


23. U.S. ENERGY INFO. ADMIN., ANNUAL ENERGY OUTLOOK 2014 WITH PROJECTIONS TO 2040, MT-23, FIGURE MT-44 (2014) (Figure MT-44) [hereinafter Annual Energy Outlook 2014], available at http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2014).pdf. 2013 shale production data represents EIA’s shale gas estimate in Trillion Cubic Feet (Tcf) which has been converted to Trillion Cubic Meters (Tcm) using 1 cubic meter equals 35.3147 cubic feet. Interactive Units Converter, EIA, http://www.epa.gov/cmop/resources/converter.html. This ratio has been used throughout the report to convert cubic feet into cubic meters.

Over the following seven years, North American shale production indirectly contributed to a substantial reorientation of the global LNG market by removing almost all projected U.S. LNG demand from the market. It also fostered new plans by a small group of early developers to produce and export LNG from North America.

These developments have already had a material impact on LNG trade. Rapidly increasing shale production after 2006 progressively reduced the United States’ appetite for imported LNG from Qatar and other supply sources. This occurred just as Qatari LNG production capacity grew to its peak,\(^{26}\) Russia and Yemen joined the fleet of global suppliers,\(^{27}\) and the global financial crisis and surging oil prices in 2008-2009 precipitated a global softening of energy demand.\(^{28}\) As a result of the substantial increases in supply and weakened demand, the LNG market experienced a sustained glut in which the supplies originally earmarked for the United States had to be offloaded into Europe.\(^ {29}\) European customers were able to increase short- and mid-term LNG purchases at low spot traded hub prices to displace the flexible portion of their pipeline supplies under their long-term contracts that were subject to higher oil-indexed prices. Most recently, the tragic Japanese tsunami and Fukushima disaster of March 2011

---

\(^{25}\) Christopher Goncalves, supra note 9.


\(^{28}\) Id.

led to a significant re-tightening of global LNG markets that began to reverse these
trends. As Japan’s nuclear reactors were all idled by early 2012 to address security
concerns, 30 LNG imports in that country grew a substantial 25% to support the
thermal power needed to replace the lost nuclear generation.31 The redoubled
Japanese LNG demand has steadily absorbed the global surpluses.
By 2013, global LNG trade had increased to 327 Bcm sold by seventeen
exporters, with effectively all of the incremental demand in the Pacific Basin after
Fukushima (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 Global LNG Trade in 201332

B. Falling Prices & Volatility

In addition to re-orienting global LNG trade, the shale revolution also had
indirect impacts on LNG prices. Prior to 2011, the LNG oversupply contributed
to the decline of spot prices for natural gas in NW Europe and short-term prices
for LNG in Asia.33 Combined with sustained high oil prices and oil-indexed LNG
prices (under long-term contracts), this provoked a substantial divergence between
low U.S. natural gas prices and long-term LNG prices in Asia, with European
prices falling in between these extremes.34 The indirect effect of North American
shale production on European prices appears to have been particularly strong (see
Figure 3).

30. David Batty, Japan shuts down last working nuclear reactor, THE GUARDIAN (May 5, 2012, 7:35
AM), http://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/may/05/japan-shuts-down-last-nuclear-reactor.
32. CHRISTOPHER GONCALVES, supra note 9.
33. See infra Figure 3, Prices for Oil, Natural Gas, & LNG.
34. Id.
Figure 3 Price Evolution for Oil, Natural Gas, and LNG\textsuperscript{35}

\textsuperscript{35} The Japan Crude Cocktail (JCC) price tracks Brent crude prices closely with a one-month lag. NBP is the liquid trading point for natural gas in the United Kingdom, which is the key price point often compared to Henry Hub (HH) in the United States. JCC was sourced from Argus Global LNG Monthly and other price data were sourced from Bloomberg.
Further, the increase in supply liquidity also improved price stability for natural gas and led to decreasing volatility in the United States and Europe (see Figure 4).

![Figure 4 Monthly Volatility based on 12-Month Moving Average](image)

36. Gas and Oil Future prices and volumes are sourced from Bloomberg and ICE; volatility is calculated based on moving twelve-month of monthly returns; Brent 6-1-1 refers to rolling average Brent prices over a six-month period with a one month time lag prior to the month of application.
As natural gas price volatility has decreased and approached the lower levels associated with oil indices, such as Brent, natural gas price indices have become increasingly more compelling to international buyers as a reliable way to purchase natural gas and LNG under long-term contracts. This has been aided by market perceptions that:

(a) The divergence between oil and gas prices has become a sustainable long-term feature of global energy markets; and

(b) With U.S. LNG coming to market under Henry Hub pricing, the depth of the relevant futures markets is almost on par with major oil indices (see Figure 5), making it feasible to hedge hub priced LNG.

C. Reconsideration of Contracting & Indexation Practices

Another indirect impact of North American shale production on global markets has been to stimulate new thinking and creative solutions for how to contract and index prices for LNG and natural gas. As the sustainability of shale production has become increasingly more reliable, institutionalized practices have been questioned and new paradigms explored.

LNG and natural gas supply contracts have been largely oil-indexed since 1960, first in Europe where they originated and later spreading to Asia. Indexing LNG and natural gas prices to oil price movements was initially considered a source of benefits for buyers and sellers. European sellers in Norway, Russia, and

---


Algeria were primarily oil producers with associated gas production. As such, they required long-term contracts to support term investments needed to explore for, produce, and deliver natural gas. Buyers accepted oil indexation practices that guaranteed a moderate discount to the price of competing oil products, and as a way to reduce volatility—with oil markets far more liquid and less volatile than fledgling, shallow gas markets (where they even existed).

Over recent decades, European reliance on oil-indexed contracts has substantially declined, but not disappeared. The region’s natural gas markets have become progressively deeper, more competitive, and more reliable through a combination of:

(a) Regulatory reform and increasing customer access to hub-traded prices for natural gas, especially in northwestern Europe; and

(b) Sustained efforts to diversify supply sources away from concentration on Russia, Norway, and Algeria toward sources of LNG from around the world and pipeline gas from other countries in North Africa and the Caspian region.

Meanwhile, oil prices have been substantially higher and subject to:

(a) Manipulation by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and opaque trading practices;
(b) Financial speculation;
(c) Various forms of geopolitical risk associated with military conflict and/or political instability in major producing regions; and
(d) A pronounced shift toward increasingly remote, difficult, and costly forms of exploration and production (deepwater, the arctic, etc.).

There may also be a connection between shale production, global supply liquidity, and some of the geopolitical issues in gas supply contracting and delivery flexibility. European authorities have initiated an antitrust lawsuit to eliminate destination clauses in gas contracts, specifically the gas contracts of Russia’s primary gas exporter, Gazprom. In light of economic sanctions and

39. Id. at 16.
40. See generally id.
41. Id. at 10-11.
42. Crisis and Collusion: The 50 years under OPEC have been eventful, ECONOMIST (Sept. 14, 2010), http://www.economist.com/node/17031126.
ongoing negotiations and compromises between the parties, this lawsuit may be on the verge of resolution, although final agreement remains to be seen.\textsuperscript{48} The developments in Ukraine, the further development of shale gas, and increasing global supply liquidity could have indirect implications for the prosecution of this litigation.

Unlike in Europe, Asian markets depend heavily on LNG supplies and generally have not implemented similar market and regulatory reforms. In Japan, oil-indexation practices that guaranteed a moderate discount to oil prices were initially considered prudent because oil products were the incumbent competitors in the power and industrial sectors, and supply alternatives were limited.\textsuperscript{49} The same was also generally true for the other major regional LNG markets in South Korea and Taiwan. These traditions are deep-rooted and the price of LNG in Asia continues to be dominated by long-term, oil-indexed contracts and use of regional or international gas hub benchmarks remains very limited.\textsuperscript{50}

Since 2006, however, the growth in North American shale gas output and enhanced supply diversification and liquidity in the LNG markets have begun to affect how LNG is contracted. Despite continued uncertainty about the future impact of shale gas on LNG markets, many market participants have made increasing use of spot market supplies and short-term contracts, which provide greater amounts of current delivery flexibility, diversion options, and/or destination flexibility and also allow for future flexibility (through new contracts) as markets are expected to change. Buyers have not wanted to continue the historical practice of locking into mid- and long-term oil indexed supplies with destination restrictions.

Whereas short-term and spot supplies typically comprise a small portion of the supply portfolios for security-conscious Asian buyers, their preference for these supplies has become pronounced since 2010,\textsuperscript{51} as the number and progress of North American LNG export projects has increased. In 2010, the East of Suez LNG markets fell into a significant supply deficit (after years of relative balance in 2006-2009).\textsuperscript{52} This deficit situation was soon compounded by the Japanese tsunami and nuclear shutdowns of late 2011 and early 2012. Despite the deficit, most of the new supply during this period consisted of spot market supplies and short-term contracts, which increased by \~54 Bcm from \~17 Bcm in 2010 to \~71 Bcm in 2013, whereas the East of Suez long- and mid-term contracts only increased by \~5 Bcm, from \~174 Bcm in 2010 to \~179 Bcm in 2013.\textsuperscript{53}

By comparison to Asia and the East of Suez markets, Europe and the West of Suez markets did not need incremental supply as they grew to have a material surplus. In 2010, there were over 22 Bcm spot LNG supplies and short-term contracts, but then demand declined as supply increased.\textsuperscript{54} By 2013, long-term

\textsuperscript{48} Id.
\textsuperscript{49} Warner ten Kate et al., \textit{supra} note 12, at 17.
\textsuperscript{50} Id.
\textsuperscript{51} CHRISTOPHER GONCALVES, \textit{supra} note 9.
\textsuperscript{52} Id.
\textsuperscript{53} Id.
\textsuperscript{54} Id.
contracts exceeded demand by ~16 Bcm,\textsuperscript{55} so there was no need for incremental supply of any contract duration. Different from Asia, there was little need for short-term or spot LNG to bridge to future supplies from North America. Further, as most of the northwest European LNG contracts were already hub-priced and many of the southern European contracts indexed to Brent oil prices were well below Asian oil-indexed prices and closer to European hub price levels, European buyers had less commercial interest than Asian buyers to use short-term supplies to reduce supply costs.

Looking forward, both Asian and European buyers are keen to add U.S. hub-indexed supplies to their future portfolios. As of 2014, there has been approximately 86 Bcm LNG contracted with U.S. export terminals and approximately ~28 Bcm contracted with Canadian export terminals, including known long-term sales and purchase agreements (SPAs), memorandums of understanding (MOUs), and heads of agreement (HOAs).\textsuperscript{56} The combined 114 Bcm of North American contracts includes ~62 Bcm for East of Suez buyers, ~21 Bcm for West of Suez buyers, and ~31 Bcm for LNG traders and aggregators who are using the new supplies for their global trading portfolios.\textsuperscript{57}

The early impacts of North American shale gas production on LNG trade suggest a potential snowball of impacts once U.S. LNG exports commence and begin to grow.

III. LIQUEFIED SHALE GAS—READY TO ROCK THE WORLD BY 2020?

Over the second half of this decade, several U.S. LNG export projects are poised to introduce large volumes of hub-priced LNG to the global market as their offtakers aim to take advantage of high “shale spreads”—the difference in price between low U.S. shale-driven gas prices and the delivered price of LNG in the Atlantic and Pacific markets.\textsuperscript{58} This will test the initial impacts of North American LNG export on global LNG and natural gas markets.

These results, in turn, will provide further insights into what could occur over the longer term if the North American shale revolution can be expanded at home and/or replicated in other global markets such as China, the United Kingdom, Continental Europe (West and/or East), Australia, Argentina, and/or other key shale resource provinces worldwide.

A. Increasing Global Supply

Over the second half of this decade, most of the world’s incremental LNG supply is expected to come from Australian liquefaction projects already under construction and from new U.S. terminals under development due to a substantial

\textsuperscript{55} Id. Spot LNG market supplies and short-term contracts are calculated to be equal to total historical LNG demand minus long-term and mid-term LNG contracted capacity under final contracts, excluding HOA and MOU preliminary agreements.

\textsuperscript{56} Id.

\textsuperscript{57} CHRISTOPHER GONCALVES, supra note 9.

\textsuperscript{58} The author previously coined the terms ‘shale spread,’ ‘Pacific shale spread,’ and ‘Atlantic shale spread’ at a CWC Conference in November 2011.
cost advantage.  

Therefore, a critical question for global supply regards how much low-priced LNG the United States can export and for how long.

As the shale revolution has deepened, U.S. demand for natural gas has begun to grow rapidly. Low-priced natural gas is increasingly used to produce electricity, because it has become cost competitive with coal and also provides a reliable and flexible complement to intermittent renewable energy generation.

Natural gas has also stimulated the beginnings of an industrial renaissance because it provides a source of international competitive advantage for fuel-intensive industries such as petrochemicals, chemicals, and metals. Transportation uses for natural gas are also beginning to grow as short-range trucking fleets begin converting from diesel. In my analysis, U.S. indigenous natural gas demand could reach 770 Bcm per year by 2020.

In addition to satisfying these increasing demands for natural gas, shale gas must compensate for substantial declines in conventional natural gas production of approximately 50 Bcm by 2020.

The economics of shale production suggests that high volumes of low cost output will be sustainable for several decades to come. In my analysis, approximately one-third of all resources in the lead plays are the most economic classes of shale wells (Class I and II wells). Additionally, many U.S. fields contain valuable Natural Gas Liquids (NGLs) that reduce the net costs of dry gas and LNG production. A recent BRG illustrative scenario analysis for the long-term, all-in production costs of these “sweet spots” in the major U.S. shale plays is provided in Figure 6.

---

59. CHRISTOPHER GONCALVES, supra note 9.


62. U.S. domestic gas demand includes commercial, electric, industrial, residential, and natural gas vehicle gas demand as well as lease and plant fuel and pipeline fuel. See generally supra note 56.

63. CHRISTOPHER GONCALVES, supra note 9.
This recent winter (2013-2014), extreme bouts of cold demonstrated the resilience of shale gas production and delivery. The resulting price spikes were temporary and all supply outages were quickly alleviated. This provided an important indication of reliability as the United States transitions to reliance on shale gas for a majority of its natural gas demand.

My analysis indicates that U.S. shale gas resources are more than adequate to support continued economic shale production. Already by 2020, I project that shale production will grow to 500 Bcm from current levels of 300 Bcm (see Figure 7), increasing from 43% of total U.S. natural gas production in 2013 to 59% by 2020.
In addition to supplying ~770 Bcm of domestic demand, this increased production will allow for the prospect of significant exports from the United States. It is likely that the level of U.S. LNG exports could reach 100 Bcm (or more) by 2020 (see Figure 8), representing between 20% and 25% of the global LNG trade. By comparison, Qatar currently accounts for approximately 35% of global LNG trade.66

My forecasts indicate that price impact from the higher LNG export scenario adds only tens of cents per MMBtu to lower export scenarios.

Additional new LNG production for the 2015 to 2020 period is under development and construction in Australia and East Africa. These new supplies

---

65. Id.; see also supporting data from Annual Energy Outlook 2014, supra note 23.
67. See generally supra note 21.
could add 103 Bcm of new supply to global markets by 2020, but their development has already been challenged by the success of North American shale production and LNG exports. Australia, for example, has already shelved planned liquefaction projects with a total capacity of nearly 10 Bcm.

These sources also compete with each other. Australia is also facing competition from East Africa, where giant reserves of natural gas have been discovered in Tanzania and Mozambique and the cost to build new LNG export facilities is estimated to be about half the cost of similar plants in Australia. Mozambique and Tanzania are ideally situated to supply gas to the Pacific market, especially the West Indian coast. Mozambique is aiming to start liquefaction terminal operations in 2018, with capacity to export approximately 14 Bcm of LNG annually, after an estimated two-year ramp-up period. It is unlikely that Tanzania will be able to export any LNG before 2020.

Because of the intensified global supply competition to Australian LNG from the United States and East Africa, Japanese buyers have been able to negotiate price reductions with Australian producers. This has dampened investor enthusiasm for the large capital outlays needed for Australia’s large-scale, integrated exploration and production (E&P) and LNG export projects. A toxic brew of escalating costs, public backlash, lack of developed infrastructure to support production in remote areas, and “relative uncertainty around geology and reserve estimations” have escalated the investment risks for these projects and thereby reduced the outlook for expected LNG export volumes over the mid-to-long-term.

My analysis of future global LNG supply scenarios accounts for the supply dynamics and competitive risks described above. Under a range of scenarios for LNG production from North America, Australia, and East Africa, I estimate that...
global LNG supply could increase approximately 230 to 250 Bcm by 2020, representing an approximate 70% to 75% increase over total LNG trade in 2013.77

B. Uncertain Global LNG Demand Growth

Whereas mid-term global LNG supply will largely be driven by North America, future global demand growth will be driven by the major markets in East Asia and a wide array of new LNG terminals throughout Southeast Asia, Eastern Europe, and Latin America.

In 2014, Japan, South Korea, and China comprised 62% of global LNG demand.78 Japan and South Korea are both isolated markets with limited natural resources, so they are ideal markets for LNG. However, Japan is now working on programs to steadily restore some of the nuclear generation that was shut down after the 2011 tsunami79 and South Korea is aggressively developing new nuclear capacity,80 both of which would reduce future needs for LNG.

After the Fukushima disaster, Japan shut down 49 GW of nuclear capacity and replaced it with imported oil, coal and LNG, of which the additional LNG represented an increase of 25% or 23 Bcm (0.8 Tcf/yr) from 2010 to 2013.81 In the short-term, the slow pace of Japanese nuclear restarts will have a marginal impact on global LNG demand. However, restarting all the idled reactors over the long-run (beyond 2020) could displace up to ~55 Bcm of imported LNG, assuming the same mix of fuels used to replace idled nuclear plants is displaced when they restart.82

Conversely, South Korea currently has 6.9 GW of new nuclear capacity under construction and an additional 8.7 GW planned for future construction.83 Combined, the South Korean nuclear additions could reduce global LNG demand by 10-15 Bcm in the long run, depending upon the mix of LNG and other fuels displaced by the new nuclear capacity.84

Collectively, the nuclear developments in Japan and South Korea could help resolve the current supply deficit in the East of Suez markets, and thus reduce Pacific shale spreads by 50% or more toward pre-2010 levels that are more

77. CHRISTOPHER GONCALVES, supra note 9.
81. “Japan’s overall LNG imports rose about 25% between 2010 and 2013, from nearly 3.4 Tcf/yr to 4.2 Tcf/yr.” Japan, supra note 31.
82. CHRISTOPHER GONCALVES, supra note 9. Nuclear energy displaces demand for a mix of energy resources that include but are not limited to LNG.
84. CHRISTOPHER GONCALVES, supra note 9. Nuclear energy displaces demand for a mix of energy resources that include, but are not limited to, LNG.
consistent with the liquefaction and shipping costs need to move LNG from North America to Asia.

LNG suppliers are betting that China’s overall economic and energy demand growth will yield enough additional LNG demand to more than offset decreased demand from Japan and South Korea. China’s electric energy demand is expected to increase over 60% in less than ten years, from 4,476 Terawatt-hours (TWh) in 2011 to 7,295 TWh in 2020. Further, China has made it a national priority to improve air quality while meeting increasing demand, which bodes well for natural gas because it will require replacing coal with clean energy sources in the power generation, industrial, and home heating sectors. Among the key options, China is aggressively developing renewable energy and natural gas production, as needed to complement intermittent renewable energy sources. For natural gas supply, China is working to develop its own formidable shale gas resources as well as constructing pipelines to import natural gas from Russia, Central Asia, and Myanmar. As a result, I expect natural gas demand in China to increase by 131-199 Bcm by the end of this decade, reflecting growth of 9%-12% a year.

How much of China’s natural gas demand growth will be met by LNG will depend on China’s success with indigenous shale gas development and pipeline imports. Recent indications show China will not be able to rely on as much indigenous shale gas production as originally envisioned. The Chinese government recently has scaled back official projections for shale gas production from 80 Bcm to 30 Bcm by 2020, which is much more consistent with my own conservative forecasts. As a result, my analysis indicates that Chinese demand growth will require additional LNG imports of between 25 and 54 Bcm by 2020. This level of new LNG imports would partially, but not fully, offset the impact of nuclear policies in Japan and Korea.

In addition to China, new regasification terminals and/or new markets for LNG in Southeast Asia (including India), Eastern Europe, and South America could add multiples of the incremental demand expected from China. Overall, I expect these emerging LNG markets to account for between 90 and 143 Bcm of new demand by 2020, reflecting approximately 60% of global LNG demand growth. Among the major emerging markets for LNG in Southeast Asia, India and Indonesia alone should be able to absorb approximately 40-50 Bcm of new supply. The remainder of incremental demand is scattered amongst a wide array of new terminals under various stages of development in numerous new or small LNG markets. This potential demand is subject to a variety of uncertainties and
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completion risks related to off taker credit, downstream market structure, natural
gas pricing, sector regulations, takeaway and grid pipeline adequacy, and other
issues. The speed with which this LNG demand can develop and the prices
customers may require to switch to LNG and natural gas will be critical
considerations.

In contrast to Asia, Europe’s natural gas markets continue to be relatively
stagnant due to sustained economic slowdown and higher gas prices relative to
cheap coal available from the United States. Energy demand in Europe (EU-28)
has declined since 2009\(^92\) and further declines are more likely than increases in the
near- to mid-term. For example, BP has forecast that “[e]nergy demand in the EU
has peaked and is expected to fall by 6% by 2035.”\(^93\) In addition to the general
decrease in European energy demand, natural gas consumption has been losing
ground to cheap coal imported from the United States,\(^94\) where it has been
displaced by cheap shale gas production.

![Figure 9 Europe Natural Gas and Coal Consumption, 12-month moving averages](95)
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92. The EU-28 countries include: Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Estonia,
Ireland, Greece, Spain, France, Croatia, Italy, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Hungary, Malta,
Netherlands, Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia, Finland, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.


94. Multiple factors push Western Europe to use less natural gas and more coal, EIA (Sept. 27, 2013),
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As a result, continental European LNG buyers and sellers have been diverting and reloading LNG cargoes for delivery to Asia. This has continued recently despite lower seasonal demand in Asia during the summer of 2014. Conversely for the UK market meanwhile, Qatari suppliers have been redirecting Pacific-bound supplies due to the softening seasonal demand in Asia. Over the mid-term, European markets anticipate little indigenous demand pull for LNG, but there could be increasing volumes of surplus supply put into the market if a global glut develops and prices drop.

Therefore, it appears that the only near-term development that could substantially increase European demand for LNG imports would be significant and/or sustained hostilities between Russia and Ukraine that cause an interruption of Russian pipeline deliveries of natural gas to Europe. Europe depends on Russia for approximately 162 Bcm or 30% of its natural gas supply. Approximately half of this Russian supply transits Ukraine via pipeline. Any disruption to the Ukraine delivery corridor could cause LNG import demand to spike to displace any loss of Russian supplies.

Over the longer term, an interruption of Russian supplies via Ukraine could also stimulate efforts to develop shale gas throughout Europe, as discussed below in Section IV.

C. Potential for LNG Surpluses

On balance, our global market analysis indicates a high probability for the development of a material market surplus by the end of this decade. As the new U.S. and Australian LNG volumes come to market by 2020, LNG supplies will probably grow more quickly than demand. This will soon resolve the prevailing tight market conditions that emerged after the Japanese tsunami. It is also likely to yield substantial market surpluses by the end of the decade.

Figure 10 provides a range of possible market scenarios, with the most likely outcome somewhere between the two.

---
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Even after Asian buyers signed a series of new U.S. LNG supply agreements in recent years, there is still a large volume of future demand that remains uncontracted. By my estimate, this could range from 182 to 257 Bcm (as presented in Figure 11 below), representing a mix of new demand growth and existing demand subject to contract expiry and replacement.

Figure 10 Global LNG Supply-Demand Balance

Figure 11 Uncontracted Demand East of Suez
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By contrast to Asia, European LNG demand has weakened and the West of Suez markets probably will be over-contracted for several more years. This should continue to support European cargo diversions and re-loadings to supply East of Suez markets in the short-term. By 2020, however, this over-supply should be corrected and, in my analysis, Europe could add 24 to 63 Bcm of uncontracted demand to the global balance (see Figure 12 below). This assumes no increase in European LNG demand due to the Ukraine conflict and potential interruption of the flow of natural gas through Ukraine.

In short, the historical surplus West of Suez will be compounded and a new commercial surplus could emerge East of Suez due to the substantial new Australian LNG and the U.S. capacity that is contractually destined to Asian clients. The new East of Suez LNG surpluses will come at a time that presents buyers with substantial opportunity for commercial change.

D. Potential Buyers’ Market for LNG

The timing of these developments is proving favorable for buyers. The new demand growth and contract expiry are bringing buyers to market for new supplies at the same time as the emerging market surpluses are likely to mount. Some of the negotiations for new LNG supplies toward the end of the decade are already well underway so the commercial impacts are already beginning to take shape.

In the current market, new contract negotiations present buyers with new opportunities to adjust pricing levels and practices, flexibility and destination provisions, diversion rights, term of supply, and other critical commercial provisions. Buyers are gaining traction on the terms and conditions they seek for

---
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mid-to long-term LNG contracts and beginning to close supply deals with Henry Hub indexation, lower slopes to oil, greater flexibility provisions, and so forth.

As compared to historical conventions for international LNG supply contracts and fully oil-indexed prices, the new U.S. contracts typically offer more delivery and destination flexibility, lower price levels and greater price stability through a greater fixed price component (for liquefaction costs), and reduced variable price component (for hub price pass through).

New contracts and re-contracting allow for substantially more commercial change than can be accomplished through traditional price review procedures—under which buyers and sellers can periodically review and adjust price levels, and occasionally indexation practices, through bilateral negotiation, or failing that, international arbitration. As a result of these benefits, large Asian and European buyers are snapping up increasing volumes of U.S. LNG for commercial diversification and negotiation leverage purposes. These purchases are primarily commercial and opportunistic in nature and do not always reflect a physical need for more supply. By replacing their expiring high priced, oil-indexed international contracts with new, low priced, hub-indexed U.S. contracts, buyers hope to use the new U.S. LNG supplies to extract greater price and volume flexibility from incumbent suppliers. This commercial interest in the new LNG supplies will yield physical surpluses, forcing incumbent suppliers to quickly find new markets for existing production or yield to reduced competitive pricing requirements.

The arrival of U.S. LNG and LNG surpluses on the near horizon is also stimulating and/or accelerating critical Asian initiatives to establish the traded price references and hubs needed to move away from oil-indexation:

(1) Platts began publishing a price benchmark for natural gas, the Japan Korea Marker (JKM), in February 2009 based on its evaluation of the prices paid for physical cargoes. So far, the JKM lacks liquidity and transparency but is nevertheless used for short-term transactions and, recently, at least one term contract. Current efforts aim to deepen this market.

(2) An over-the-counter (OTC) market for LNG futures—the Japan OTC Exchange (JOE)—has also been established, given official permission to open on May 20, 2014. Although this does not provide a proper hub trading platform, it could pave the way for regional pricing. Also, combined with U.S. futures contracts for Henry Hub prices, a Japanese LNG futures contract could eventually enable North American LNG sellers and buyers of supplies to Asia effectively to hedge the “shale spreads” that are so critical to this new trade.

(3) Singapore is also developing the infrastructure and platforms to become East Asia’s LNG hub. Singapore is attempting to create a virtual hub based on shipping and liquefaction rather than pipeline junctions, as pipeline networks are
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limited in the Pacific.106 Currently Singapore’s shipping ports have annual capacity of nearly 9 Bcm, which is being expanded to 13 Bcm.

Unlike Asia, European LNG imports and pipeline border pricing practices have already evolved to reflect a broad mix of:

1. On the one hand, hub-pricing and indexation—primarily to the National Balancing Point (NBP) in the UK and the Transfer Title Facility (TTF)108 in the Netherlands—above all in the UK and northwestern European markets, and

2. On the other hand, the continued use of oil indexation (to Brent crude or other products) in most of the markets of Southern and Eastern Europe.

The United Kingdom’s NBP has long been the dominant gas hub for Northern Europe,109 but most recently has been losing substantial trading volumes to the TTF for two reasons: (1) The Netherlands is closer to Germany, the largest natural gas importer in Europe; and (2) the British hub trades in Pounds sterling while many European utility companies prefer to hedge in Euros.110

Over the second half of this decade, the likely synchronous emergence of uncontracted demand and global LNG surpluses should further stimulate the expanded use of hub pricing in Continental Europe. Depending upon the volume of LNG supply and price pressure, and other developments regarding Russian supply via Ukraine, it is also possible that increasing volumes of hub-priced LNG could accelerate the transition away from oil-indexation in Europe.

E. Potential Bottlenecks

The emerging commercial benefits to global consumers of North American shale production and LNG exports promise to be substantial, but they are not guaranteed and several potential bottlenecks could get in the way. Despite the number of U.S. and Canadian LNG export projects that are already in the advanced stages of commercial development and permitting (see The LNG Buyers’ Wish List above), a series of potential bottlenecks could still stall or impede LNG exports.

1. Political delays and challenges

The Department of Energy (DOE) recently finalized and implemented a new review process that intends to expedite the processing of non-Free Trade Agreement (non-FTA) export applications.111 But permitting and approval delays could persist. On August 12, 2014, for example, the Cove Point LNG facility

---
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108. TTF is the hub for ICE Endex, the independent Dutch gas exchange established in 2005.


unexpectedly had its zoning exemption overturned.\textsuperscript{112} This could increase costs and extend delays, but the specific project impacts remain unclear.\textsuperscript{113} Other LNG export projects could face similar opposition and delays as U.S. firms in energy intensive industries and environmental groups continue to lobby against large-scale export of LNG.\textsuperscript{114}

2. Financing

The proposed North American liquefaction terminals are huge capital intensive investments that can cost several billions of dollars and the major lenders’ appetite for LNG export risk exposure is not unlimited. Regardless of how credit-worthy the LNG off-takers may be, the long-term financial viability of these projects ultimately depends on continuing high shale spreads. Most lenders understand that when markets shift even iron-clad capacity contracts with credit-worthy off-takers run the risk of breach and/or commercial dispute. If LNG prices and shale spreads collapse to levels that no longer support profitable export and trade of North American LNG, then the exports could lose appeal in some markets and terminal utilization would eventually decline. Only three projects—Cheniere’s Sabine Pass, Dominion’s Cove Point LNG, and Sempra’s Cameron LNG—have secured the project financing needed to begin construction.\textsuperscript{115} Lenders to these first projects have been comfortable with the long-term sustainability of LNG terminal usage and revenue based on expectations for high shale spreads over the term of financing. Future lenders are expected to require increasingly rigorous analysis to evaluate the sustainability of shale spreads and terminal utilization levels over the term of financing.

3. Environmental

Public and environmental group concerns about carbon emissions and the environmental impact of fracking have stimulated opposition to LNG exports in the United States. Although substituting coal consumption in Europe or China with natural gas from U.S. LNG would reduce carbon emissions substantially, critics argue that the full supply chain for the export of LNG to foreign markets (including fugitive methane from U.S. shale production and fuel combustion for U.S. pipeline transportation compressors, U.S. liquefaction terminals, LNG
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shipping, foreign regasification, and so forth) produces an equivalent amount of carbon as combusting domestically produced coal. Another primary area of concern is the contamination allegedly caused by shale production flowback water (i.e., the water recovered after the process of fracking), which can include brine, metals, and other contaminants. Existing water treatment facilities are typically not well equipped to treat this water and new recycling and treatment solutions are required. Further, increased seismic activity in some areas, especially Texas, has been linked to fracking. Some groups oppose the export of LNG on these grounds, but so far the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has rejected claims that shale gas production should be factored into the environmental review of LNG terminals because they are too speculative and not subject to FERC jurisdiction. As a result of these concerns and others, some townships and states have put a moratorium on fracking, or in some cases banned it altogether. In June 2014, the New York Court of Appeals ruled that townships have the right to restrict fracking within their borders and New York’s general assembly recently passed a three-year fracking moratorium. There have also been contentious fights over moratoriums in California and Colorado, and many more states are now considering political or legal action. The legality of these bans and moratoriums is being tested in courts across the United States. At a minimum, the speed with which shale gas production can continue to grow remains subject to continued environmental dispute and effective resolution of key environmental concerns about fracking. Even where bans or moratoria are not implemented, the evolving body of shale gas health, safety, and environment (HSE) regulations will be a critical factor in the overall cost of shale gas production, and therefore the price of U.S. natural gas and LNG exports.

4. Renewed Delays with Panama Canal

Expansion of the Panama Canal is required for LNG vessels from the United States Gulf and East Coast to deliver cargoes into the Pacific Basin. So far,
however, the expansion effort has grappled with construction cost overruns and delays. Work was halted for a month in February 2014 due to a contract dispute between the Panama Canal Authority (PCA) and its contractor, Grupo Unidos por el Canal, over $1.6 billion in cost overruns that represent a 30% increase in total project cost.\textsuperscript{125} A labor dispute also stopped construction between April 23 and May 8, 2014.\textsuperscript{126} Re-opening of the expanded canal is now scheduled for January 2016, six months after the original completion target of July 2015.\textsuperscript{127} But if past disputes resurface or new ones materialize, completion could be delayed several years and the tolls now under discussion increasing with canal shippers could be increased.\textsuperscript{128} If the toll fees are raised proportionately to the increased project cost, then the actual toll fees could increase by 30% or more. Further, despite expansion, the Panama Canal may prove more of a physical bottleneck than expected. Consider that only six ships of any type (including LNG vessels, oil and product tankers, container vessels, etc.) will be able to enter the canal in each direction,\textsuperscript{129} and that delivering all the 43 Bcm of U.S. LNG capacity already contracted to East of Suez markets\textsuperscript{130} in 2020 via the Panama Canal in 150,000 cm vessels would require approximately 1.3 LNG vessels per day on average, and perhaps double that traffic in winter.\textsuperscript{131} The scheduling challenges will be material and global swap solutions could become necessary.

\section*{IV. GLOBALIZING SHALE PRODUCTION & EXPORTING THE REVOLUTION}

Even if U.S. LNG exports become constrained by the bottlenecks described above, over the longer term global gas consumers may be able to obtain the benefits of shale gas more directly by developing production closer to home. This will take time because initial experience with shale production programs around the world suggests a variety of unique challenges that will need to be surmounted.

Over the remainder of this decade, no other major shale production successes are likely and North American shale production and LNG exports will be the primary driver of increased global LNG supply. Beyond 2020, however, the magnitude and duration of shale productions impacts on global markets could be substantially compounded if the North American revolution can be effectively imported by other countries.

\textsuperscript{125} Panama Canal chief says new locks will be working by January 2016, REUTERS (June 11, 2014), http://in.reuters.com/article/2014/06/11/panama-canal-idINL2N0OR2QG20140611.
\textsuperscript{126} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{127} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{129} LNG carriers to undergo modification to transit Panama Canal, LNG INDUSTRY (Apr. 7, 2014), http://www.lngindustry.com/news/lng-shipping/articles/LNG_carriers_to_undergo_modification_to_transit_Panama_Canal_919.aspx#.VDFyqBZHFXE.
\textsuperscript{130} Includes final SPAs as well as known preliminary agreements (HOAs and MOUs).
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Shale resources are widely dispersed throughout all regions of the world\textsuperscript{132} (see Figure 13). Several countries with substantial resources are eager to develop production to minimize the need for imported LNG and natural gas. Rather than import U.S. LNG, these countries would prefer to import the underlying shale revolution into their own markets.

![Figure 13 World Shale Resources\textsuperscript{133}](image)

Among other shale provinces, China (~31 Tcm), the U.K. (~1 Tcm), Eastern Europe\textsuperscript{134} (~10 Tcm), Argentina (~23 Tcm), Australia (~12 Tcm), India (~3 Tcm), and Indonesia (~1 Tcm) all have substantial technically recoverable shale reserves.\textsuperscript{135} By comparison, the United States has a reported 19 Tcm of reserves according to EIA\textsuperscript{136} (although other estimates are significantly higher). China and some European countries appear to have the most advanced shale development programs, but many of the other markets have struggled with a variety of impediments and delays.

Based on a multi-attribute approach that considers public and policy opinion, commercial terms, service and infrastructure availability, water, and regulatory issues, the United States has the best conditions for sustained unconventional gas


\textsuperscript{134} Including, above all, Bulgaria, Romania, Poland, and Ukraine.

\textsuperscript{135} Technically Recoverable Shale Oil and Shale Gas Resources, supra note 133, at 6-7.
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development. Other countries that have significant technically recoverable shale reserves are behind or lacking in key areas needed to support successful shale gas investment. Australia and Eastern European countries appear to be close behind the United States, but other countries in Asia, Western Europe, and South America have less promising conditions.\footnote{Id. at 6-7.}

These other countries with substantial shale resources have not achieved large-scale commercial production and many remain in the initial stages of developing the policies, programs, incentives, and regulations needed to support low cost shale production. The slow progress has led to questions about whether the North American revolution can be effectively imported by other countries. Unlike the United States, most countries control subsoil mineral rights and do not share them with individual landowners. In those countries, individual incentives to allow production are constrained; whereas individual landowners in the United States are incentivized to act in their own best interest. Further, the environmental regulations and approvals needed are largely localized in the United States (although this is also the case in Australia)\footnote{Carter, supra note 74, at 6.}. In some locations, U.S. state and local regulations are less restrictive and can be conducive to hydraulic fracturing. Shale production in other countries remains constrained by environmental regulations, water supply, and other factors.

China has the world’s largest estimated shale gas reserves and is intent on developing them.\footnote{Jack Perkowski, Shale Gas: China’s Untapped Resource, FORBES (June 13, 2013, 9:37 AM), http://www.forbes.com/sites/jackperkowski/2013/06/13/shale-gas-chinas-untapped-resource/.} The fact that mineral rights are controlled by the state may be a benefit, but substantial obstacles have confronted the development of China’s shale resource:

(a) The development costs remain high;\footnote{China, supra note 87.}

(b) The quality and geology of the resource is technically challenging, especially for the well-situated Eastern shale plays;\footnote{Id.}

(c) The remote location and long distances between China’s best shale resources in the Western provinces and the major population and demand in the Eastern provinces requires the development of costly pipeline infrastructure;\footnote{Id.}

(d) There is a lack of domestic engineering expertise to develop the plays, which will require either partnerships with, or outright purchase of, shale development firms;\footnote{Id.}

(e) There have been conflicts between governing bodies in assessing mineral and land rights;\footnote{Id.} and
(f) Water scarcity is already an issue in many of the areas with shale gas potential, and hydraulic fracturing would put an additional strain on water resources.\textsuperscript{145}

As a result, China has drilled only has 100 shale wells and any dramatic increase in production is not likely until after 2020.\textsuperscript{146} The Chinese government recently lowered the shale production target for 2020 to 30 Bcm, which is far more realistic than the original target of 60-80 Bcm set two years ago.\textsuperscript{147} Still, regardless of what it is able to produce at home despite these challenges, China will likely remain a net importer of LNG for the foreseeable future.

In Europe, any substantial new shale production could enhance energy security and economic competitive advantage for the region, but “opposition is particularly fierce.”\textsuperscript{148} The U.S. shale revolution may not be feasible in Europe for several reasons:

(1) Mineral rights are controlled by states rather than individual landowners, reducing individual incentives to provide land access and making public opposition more likely;\textsuperscript{149}

(2) The population is more dense—100 to 200 habitations per square kilometer as compared to 30 habitations per square kilometer in the United States\textsuperscript{150}—and open land more scarce;

(3) So far, there are not as many tax and fiscal incentives for producers,\textsuperscript{151} and

(4) Environmental regulations are more stringent and centralized, as compared to more variable from state-to-state in the United States, and environmental groups have more political power in Europe as compared to the United States\textsuperscript{152} Additionally, some anti-shale environmental groups in Eastern Europe have allegedly obtained funding from Russia to oppose fracking (to discourage this diversification away from Russian supply);\textsuperscript{153}

(5) Limited experience and availability of the services needed to support fracking;\textsuperscript{154}

(6) Limited availability of fresh water for fracking,\textsuperscript{155} and
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The shale geology is not as conducive to fracking as it is in the United States.\textsuperscript{156}

Despite these risks and impediments, the geopolitical and energy security motivations to stimulate a European shale gas industry may prove more compelling. For example, Germany has begun phasing out its nuclear power plants, which had accounted for a quarter of its electric generation,\textsuperscript{157} making it increasingly dependent on Russian natural gas. Although Germany, like France, had essentially banned fracking, it is now reconsidering the ban to allow for accelerated shale development to enhance energy supply security in light of developments in Ukraine.\textsuperscript{158} Despite entrenched public and environmental opposition, France is also considering reversing its ban for similar reasons.\textsuperscript{159}

Over the remainder of this decade, global LNG surpluses could provide a counter-balance to intensified energy security concerns and risks derived from events in Russia and Ukraine. If these risks persist over the longer-term, however, it is likely European policy makers will feel compelled to pave the way for shale gas production as a more enduring solution.

V. A WORLD OF IMPACTS

Over the mid- to long-term, the shale revolution has the potential to fundamentally redefine the way LNG and natural gas are priced, purchased, and sold worldwide. The extent of market and commercial impact will depend upon the volume and velocity of U.S. LNG exports and how far and how fast the U.S. shale revolution may proliferate to the world’s other leading shale provinces.

Among the key long-term impacts, I expect the most prominent to include:

A. Price Levels

North American prices are expected to remain quite low into the next decade, and my analysis and forecasts indicate that the price increases from most moderate scenarios are limited to tens of cents per MMBtu, and even the high export case is limited to just over a dollar. These prices will form a global floor price. By contrast, Asian LNG and natural gas prices have already fallen a few dollars per MMBtu and could well decline several dollars more toward the delivered price of U.S. LNG, as the world’s new marginal source of supply. This could be compounded if oil prices also fall, dragging remaining oil-indexed LNG prices down. Asian prices will form a global cap. European prices will continue to be range-bound and fluctuate between the United States floor and Asian cap prices.
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As these regional floor and ceiling prices converge due to enhanced global supply liquidity, the range of European price fluctuations will be moderated.

B. Pricing Practices

The ongoing trend toward greater utilization of hub pricing in European supply contracts could be accelerated by the diversification of supply fostered by the emergence of LNG surpluses and/or the eventual development of indigenous shale resources. In Asia, there is already a groundswell of activity to develop new trading hubs for LNG as well as internal markets for natural gas that, if sustained over time, eventually could provide new hub benchmarks and indices as a replacement for oil-indexation in long-term contracts. The elimination of oil-indexation would also reduce the need for price review provisions in supply agreements.

C. Contractual Delivery Flexibility

In addition to improved pricing terms, buyers could also achieve increased flexibility of supply and deliveries. This could include a variety of developments, such as relaxed take-or-pay provisions and/or enhanced downward quantity tolerances, increased buyer diversion rights and/or improved sharing of diversion benefits, and elimination of destination clauses. But as observed by the IEA, future attempts to enhance delivery flexibility and/or modify destination “must properly incorporate aspects that preserve investment security.”

These market and commercial impacts, in turn, could have a variety of secondary national and regional implications for supply security, economic welfare, geopolitical influence, and potentially also climate change. These are outlined below.

1. Supply Security

An increase in supply security for buyers is likely to be reflected in an increasing number of supply sources and options available to buyers. The establishment of the United States as a swing supplier of LNG that, like Qatar, is able to supply markets both East and West of Suez, should provide buyers with another global swing supply option from a commercially reliable and politically stable producer.

2. Economic Welfare

For heavily gasified economies throughout Asia, Europe, and Latin America, access to abundant supplies of LNG and/or new indigenous shale production at lower prices should have a tremendous economic benefit. As a leading fuel for power generation and industrial production, natural gas prices have a significant impact on energy inputs costs throughout such economies and, as such, can have substantial impacts on competitive advantage, export competitiveness, and thus economic growth. So far, the United States stands alone in enjoying these

160. Developing a Natural Gas Trading Hub in Asia, supra note 12, at 7.
benefits, but the export of U.S. LNG and/or proliferation of shale production could serve to extend these benefits into new markets.

4. Geopolitical Influence

With increased supply and improved supply security, the political power and influence of large natural gas and LNG producing nations should be reduced. In particular, the diversification of supply will tend to reduce the market and political influence derived from natural gas and LNG supply by Russia and Qatar. Over the longer-term, the potential proliferation of shale gas production worldwide could compound the impact.

5. Air Quality/Climate Change

If in the future the proliferation of shale gas production leads to lower cost LNG and natural gas and development of a Pacific natural gas hub, then competitive gas prices could support national and global policy imperatives to clean up the air and reduce carbon emissions. The increasing availability of LNG could support the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions in markets where delivered natural gas prices are competitive with coal (also considering the impact of carbon mitigation policies such as carbon trading and taxes), or where fuel switching is mandated by environmental policies and regulations. This has already begun in the United States, where low cost shale gas has significantly reduced coal-fired generation and reduced carbon emissions by nearly 9% between 2007 and 2011.161 For similar developments to proliferate to other major coal consuming markets of Europe and Asia, it is critical that natural gas prices become competitive with coal (when adjusted for combustion technology efficiency and any carbon taxes or trading values).

For example, coal use in Europe has actually increased in the last couple years due to cheap coal imports from the United States (where coal has been displaced by cheaper shale gas). This will need to be reversed through a substantial increase in the supply of natural gas (either through domestic production or LNG imports) or political action to increase the price of carbon.

In Asia, long-term pricing comparisons between natural gas and coal are complicated by uncertainty regarding whether hub pricing will be developed, and if so what level of natural gas and LNG prices will prevail in the future. Development of national or regional hubs would not guarantee lower natural gas prices, but would ensure that prices reflect the fundamentals of supply and demand more quickly than with the current regulated or controlled pricing. If new hub prices do become competitive with coal, then natural gas demand growth could be substantial.

However, in some Asian countries competitive gas prices may not be needed as environmental imperatives have begun to trump economics. For example, the Chinese government has begun to unilaterally replace coal plants with natural gas

---

plants, despite lower coal prices and generation economics.\textsuperscript{162} In the near term, it is doing so primarily for air quality and not economic reasons, even though the higher cost energy from natural gas (as compared to coal) is expected to erode China’s international competitive advantage in manufacturing.\textsuperscript{163}

On balance, the mid-term outlook through 2020 appears to be increasingly beneficial for LNG buyers’ efforts to reduce prices, revise pricing practices, and improve the flexibility provisions of supply contracts. The subsidiary benefits for consumer nations could also be substantial in the areas of economic welfare, energy security, geopolitical influence, and air quality/climate change.

Nevertheless, the long-term future of shale gas production and its impact on LNG markets is subject to substantial uncertainty. The sustainability of North American shale gas production in the emerging environment of high demand and high LNG exports appears to be promising, but the ability of other countries to import and replicate the North American shale revolution is much less clear. Here again, the words of General MacArthur may be relevant, “[t]here is no security on this earth; there is only opportunity.”\textsuperscript{164}


\textsuperscript{164} COURTNEY WHITNEY, MACARTHUR: HIS RENDEZVOUS WITH HISTORY (1956) (quoting General Douglas MacArthur).